Internet companies use crowdsourcing to collect large amounts of data needed for creating products based on machine learning techniques. A significant source of such labels for OCR data sets is (re)CAPTCHA, which distinguishes humans from automated bots by asking them to recognize text and, at the same time, receives new labeled data in this way. An important component of such approach to data collection is the reduction of noisy labels produced by bots and non-qualified users.
INTRODUCTION
Today, many Internet companies use machine learning algorithms that require a large amount of labelled data to solve different tasks. Some examples of such tasks include image classification using deep neural networks [20] , learning to rank documents using gradient boosting methods [22] , recognizing text in an image using optical character recognition (OCR) models [7, 15, 21] , and others. Labeled data sets are usually obtained either using the response of the environment (e.g., implicit feedback from user behaviour [17] ), or with manual labeling, which, in turn, can be performed by experts or using crowds of non-professional workers. Crowdsourcing has become more popular over the last years, as crowd labels are less expensive, yet they reflect the diversity of opinions and preferences expressed by non-experts.
One way to collect crowd labels is provided by crowdsourcing marketplaces where workers can solve different labeling tasks for a monetary payment according to a contract. An example of such an environment is Amazon Mechanical Turk 1 . Although crowdsourced labels are much cheaper than those provided by experts, for large data sets, the labeling costs can still be significant.
Another source of crowd labels is CAPTCHA [33] . It was originally introduced as an automated test to differentiate a human from a computer. A most common implementation of CAPTCHA is a task asking a user to recognize a sequence of characters that are distorted so that modern automated algorithms fail to recognize them, but humans can still decipher the sequence with little effort. Such tests have a wide range of online applications including preventing dictionary attacks in password systems, stopping automatic account creation, avoiding spam comments etc. Later, reCAPTCHA [34] was introduced. The idea is to mix unknown (unrecognized) images of words with the known ones in the same test. The user must provide answers for both parts, thus human effort is utilized to label new data.
Although crowdsourcing can provide a large amount of labels at minimal costs, crowd labels are much noisier than those of experts, since workers vary in levels of expertise. To this end, a variety of methods for label collection and processing have been suggested [3, 8, 10, 16, 23, 29, 35, 36, 38, 40, 43, 44] . Their major concepts are aggregation and incremental relabeling, both based on overlapping where each task is solved by several workers. These methods identify users that often contradict to the majority and lessen the impact of their noisy answers.
In this paper, we investigate methods for collecting recognized text from users solving CAPTCHA [33] . To recognize unknown text in images via CAPTCHA, each CAPTCHA task for a user consists of two parts: the unknown object, which we want to recognize, and the control object, for which the correct label is known and used to assess the reliability of the user. Inputs for unknown objects are called guesses. Inputs for tasks arrive sequentially, and after obtaining a new guess for an object, we make a decision to request an additional guess for this object or to produce its aggregated answer using the collected guesses. The goal is to produce accurate aggregated answers using a minimal number of raw guesses. Next, we discuss CAPTCHA and highlight its differences from usual crowdsourcing, which make the state-of-the-art solutions of crowdsourcing marketplaces inapplicable to our task.
There are two important differences between labels obtained using crowdsourcing and CAPTCHA. First, a high fraction of nonhuman guesses makes it difficult to obtain an accurate aggregated answer using data collected via CAPTCHA. It is established that the majority of crowdsourcing platform users are proper human workers performing tasks as requested [35] , hence using the Majority Vote over crowdsourced labels as the aggregated answer is a strong baseline. In CAPTCHA, according to the analysis reported in Section 4 more than 55% of guesses are submitted by automated solvers (machine learned OCR models). The main concern about automatic solvers is that all guesses of a single solver are identical and agree with each other. So the Majority Vote answer accuracy might drop to the level of solver's accuracy. Even if the solver's accuracy is comparable to human performance (which is rare), using the answers of one OCR model as training labels for another OCR model is unlikely to boost the performance of the latter model. Thus, the Majority Vote answer based on CAPTCHA guesses is often useless for training OCR algorithms.
Second, user identification in CAPTCHA is not available. For this reason, we consider all answers to CAPTCHA as anonymous. The impossibility of user identification is not a technical issue, but a major reason to display a CAPTCHA to a user. Moreover, there are specialized ecosystems for solving CAPTCHAs in real-time, which work by combining both software solvers and human workers 2 . In such a situation, a user submitting her answer to CAPTCHA might not be the one who is producing the answer. Therefore, a history of user's answers cannot be used to estimate her quality level, as it is done in crowdsourcing. This paper describes treeCAPTCHA, a novel gradient boosted decision tree-based approach to CAPTCHA data collection and aggregation. The proposed technique can be used to obtain noise resilient aggregated labels with a desired level of accuracy using a minimal number of raw guesses. Unlike the existing methods (such as reCAPTCHA) based on simple guess counts, our method employs a variety of features extracted from CAPTCHA guesses. We also propose a novel supervised machine learning approach to produce an aggregated answer for an image, to estimate its confidence, and to stop collection of new guesses for the image.
We conduct experiments on real data from CAPTCHA service in Yandex [2] . We observe that treeCAPTCHA outperforms the existing approaches by 54.6% in terms of accuracy of aggregated 2 E.g., http://antigate.com/ answers, achieving the required accuracy level with twice less guesses per word (twice faster than the established baselines). As a consequence, treeCAPTCHA has been successfully deployed to collect text recognition answers via CAPTCHA in Yandex.
The contribution of the paper is the following:
(1) We describe and address the new problem of efficient collection of accurate data using anonymous noisy text answers. (2) We propose a new method, which solves the above problem for the text recognition task, where the number of possible labels is potentially infinite.
(3) Our method shows excellent empirical performance and may be applied to other problems such as image annotation and machine translation. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes related literature on crowdsourcing, CAPTCHA, and noisy active learning highlighting their differences to this work. Section 3 describes our framework, established baselines and our research questions. In Section 4, we explore the properties of a particular solver's answers. After this, Section 5 describes our method called treeCAPTCHA. Section 6 empirically demonstrates that treeCAPTCHA outperforms established baselines. Section 7 shows hard examples for previously proposed approaches and gives an intuition why treeCAPTCHA is able to handle such situations. In Section 8, we report our experience of using the proposed approach to collecting data via the Yandex's CAPTCHA service. Finally, Section 9 concludes this paper and outlines directions for future work.
RELATED WORK
There are several lines of literature relevant for this work: the first one is on crowdsourcing methods for incremental relabeling and aggregation, the second one is about reCAPTCHA, and the third one is on noisy active learning.
Crowdsourcing
A usual approach to label data with a desired level of accuracy in crowdsourcing is to obtain multiple noisy labels for each object and then aggregate them into a more reliable aggregated label using a certain model. The problem of aggregating crowdsourced labels has been addressed in many studies [8, 38, 44] . The intuition behind aggregation methods is to use different statistics on the history of workers' answers to assign weights to their noisy labels. In our setting, where the identification of workers is impossible, the algorithms either do not work or boil down to the Majority Vote (MV) model -choosing a label with the maximal number of votes for this label. The MV model can perform really bad under certain conditions. For example, Hung et al. [14] studied the performance of different aggregation models, including the MV model, for different proportions of spammers (workers submitting random answers) among all workers. Their work demonstrated that the accuracy of the Majority Vote answer becomes significantly worse than the answers of other nontrivial aggregation models when more than 30% of users are spammers. Models using meta information about workers and tasks for aggregation were proposed in [28, 37] , but these models are not useful when there is no identification of workers as they require a history for each worker to represent her as a particular classifier and denoise her answers.
Another important component for collecting data in crowdsourcing is incremental relabeling algorithms. These algorithms request new labels for each task sequentially and, after receiving a new label, apply a stopping rule to decide whether an additional label for the task is needed. Several works addressed the problem of incremental relabeling for (multi-)classification tasks [12, 16, 29, 36] . They require the set of possible answers to be limited to the set of classes, while CAPTCHA answers can vary infinitely. The only stopping rule which can be adapted for the recognition task was introduced in [3]; we will describe it in detail in Section 3.2.2. Some methods of incremental relabeling [36, 40] suggested to minimize the number of labels per object by assigning tasks to more suitable workers, which is also not applicable in our anonymous setting, as well as [9, 10] based on the history of workers' answers.
Few works are devoted to answer aggregation for speech transcriptions with the ROVER algorithm [6, 11, 25, 31] . The algorithm first aligns answers by words, then computes scores for each word using a voting scheme; finally, the aggregated answer is generated as a sequence of the best scoring words. Williams et al. [39] considered incremental relabeling for speech transcription. Their stopping rule for incremental relabeling is based on a regression model predicting the confidence of MV labels. However, they still employ MV for aggregation.
reCAPTCHA
Von Ahn et al. [34] proposed reCAPTCHA. The idea is to employ incremental relabeling with a threshold on the number of guesses as a stopping rule followed by aggregation with MV to label text images presented in pairs. No additional information on the circumstances of guesses collection is utilized. We describe this approach in detail in Section 3.2.1.
There are works describing other implementations of CAPTCHA demonstrating that different types of data can be labelled in a similar way. For example, Morrison et al. [26] consider annotating images, Atal et al. [5] apply it to recognize Devanagari script, Aggarwal [4] studies tagging emotions in images, Kluever and Zanibbi [18] use content-based video labeling as a CAPTCHA task, an application of CAPTCHA to segment and index rock art is described in [45] . Our work considers the recognition problem, however, our approach to answer collection and aggregation is universal and can be applied to the listed tasks.
Noisy active learning
Works on active learning mostly consider how to choose an object to label assuming there is no noise in labels. Some papers consider noisy labels [23, 24, 32, 42] but do not allow labeling the same object multiple times, and therefore are not applicable for incremental relabeling. For instance, Lin et al. [24] show that traditional Uncertainty Sampling (US) does not work as a good stopping rule for choosing a number of noisy labels per object because originally it was suggested for problems without noise. They suggest Impact Sampling instead, which is out of the scope of our study. Zhao et al. [42] claim that Importance Weighted Active Learning is a more suitable approach for active learning when the source of labels is noisy, yet they consider a single noisy label per object. Zhao et al. [41] used a score similar to US to first select an object to label, and then applied incremental relabeling with the stopping rule based on the threshold for the fraction of votes for the MV label. See Section 5.2 for additional details about comparison between our method and the traditional active learning approaches.
PRELIMINARIES 3.1 Framework
Assume that there is an optical character recognition (OCR) model which should be learned. For this purpose, training data is required; it is usually collected by means of text recognition tasks for humans. Internet companies with large user traffic can obtain such data for free by combining the tasks with CAPTCHA [34] . A general setting of this process is as follows:
• Two sets of images are given:
-W , where each image w ∈ W contains an unknown word that should be recognized by humans (e.g., see Fig. 4 ); -W c , where each image w ∈ W c contains a known control word. • Each time a CAPTCHA task is shown, a user receives two images for recognition: w ∈ W and w c ∈ W c . • The user inputs words shown in the images (she makes a guess per word). • If the user's guess for the control image w c is correct, her guess for the unknown word w is recorded for further processing: the guess is added to the set G w of accumulated guesses for image w; otherwise, no guess is recorded. Note that several users can provide the same guess for an image, so G w is a multiset, which contains all repetitions of guesses. • In this way, each unknown word w ∈ W is repeatedly presented to users. When image w receives a minimal number of guesses N min , the set of guesses G w is compared to a certain stopping rule after each next guess. • If the stopping rule is satisfied, the obtained guesses G w for image w are processed with a certain aggregation mechanism, which derives an aggregated answer (the word in the image w, which is assumed to be recognized in this case). • If the stopping rule is not met until the number of guesses for w becomes greater or equal to N max , the image w is considered unreadable and is removed from W .
As in previous works, (a) we use the term word as a shorter synonym for 'image with a word' from W or W c ; (b) the term guess is used to denote any input for a word (possibly not unique among other guesses for this word); and (c) the term answer is a unique value among guesses for a given word. The minimal and maximal numbers of guesses, the stopping rule, and the aggregation mechanism are discussed and specified further in our work.
In our paper, we consider the problem of obtaining accurate aggregated answers for words W using a minimal number of user guesses. To do so, we propose a novel stopping rule and a novel aggregation mechanism.
Background
There are two core components used by the process of text recognition via CAPTCHA: (1) an aggregation mechanism and (2) a stopping rule for incremental relabeling. For our setting of anonymous guesses, all previously proposed methods are reduced to MV-model for aggregation and two stopping rules for incremental labeling. To describe these components formally, we use the following notation:
• Given a collection of guesses G, let A(G) denote the set of unique answers among G. • Denote a guess of a given OCR model for an image w as OCR(w).
• The Majority Vote (MV) model aggregates a set of guesses G w by choosing an answer a ∈ G w which has the maximal multiplicity in G W , i.e. has the maximal number of votes of users (MV uses random tie-breaking):
where the indicator function I (X ) outputs 1 when X is true and 0 otherwise.
3.2.1 MV-score. In the first baseline, the core components are:
• The aggregation mechanism is the MV model aggregating guesses from CAPTCHA users G w together with an OCR model guess OCR(w) such that each д ∈ G w counts as 1 vote and OCR(w) counts as 0.5 vote. In other words, the number of votes for each answer
.
The aggregated answer is defined as:
• The stopping rule is
where m is the threshold parameter of this baseline. This baseline is the original approach used for reCAPTCHA in [34] and for this reason we use its original parameters in aggregation.
3.2.2
Delta-score. The main components of this baseline are:
• The aggregation mechanism is the MV model aggregating guesses from CAPTCHA users G w
in G w and a 2 = arg max a ∈A(G w )\a 1 v a,G w is the second most popular answer in G w , -|G w | is the cardinality of the set of guesses G w , -C ∈ R and ϵ ∈ R are the parameters of this baseline. This baseline was originally introduced in [3] for collection of multiclass labels in the traditional crowsourcing setting, but unlike other methods from crowdsourcing literature it can be applied to our problem.
Parameters N min and N max introduced in Section 3.1 are usually set according to some product requirements or they can be fitted to control the accuracy of aggregated answers and the budget spent. In Section 6, we compare the performance of the described baselines with our approach over a grid of values for these parameters.
Research questions
We address the following questions for the recognition task:
• Can an aggregation mechanism with additional meta information and a stopping rule with confidence on aggregation be profitable: (a) for obtaining better accuracy given a limited number of user guesses, and (b) for using less user guesses to obtain a targeted accuracy (the dual problem to (a))? • Is it possible to produce an accurate aggregated answer using anonymous CAPTCHA guesses if a majority of guesses are made by automated bots? • Whether the data collected using our approach can improve the performance of an OCR model?
ANALYSIS
We claim that a large portion of answers collected by CAPTCHA may be produced by bots. In fact, there is a wide range of publicly available CAPTCHA solvers, and multiple studies are devoted to learning new ones [19, 27, 32] , so CAPTCHA breaking is a popular exercise.
We propose the following procedure to evaluate the fraction of unreliable users answering to reCAPTCHA tasks.
(1) We utilize 15K word images as the initial sample of the procedure and use one of the most popular CAPTCHA solver. 3 .
(2) Correct answers for each of the images of words are obtained from in-house human experts of Yandex. (3) We obtain a guess for each of the words by means of the above mentioned CAPTCHA solver as well. (4) Then, for each word, we compare the correct answer with the solver's guess, and select those words which are "hard" for the solver: i.e., words with the Levenshtein distance between the solver's guess and the correct answer more than 2. (5) The selected words constitute 17% fraction of the initial sample and are considered as this particular solver's fingerprints. (6) These selected words are used as the source images for a CAPTCHA page shown to users of Yandex. We collected 69K guesses for these words at this stage. The words are chosen at random, so the probability of a guess to be from a non-human is the same for all words. We mark a guess if it coincides with the guess of the CAPTCHA solver (from the point (3) above). We regard the marked guesses as the ones submitted by the considered CAPTCHA solver (it is unlikely for a human to make the same mistake as the solver makes). The fraction of these guesses is a lower estimate of the fraction of non-human answers.
The resulting fraction of marked guesses among the collected 69K guesses is 55%. Only one particular solver has been considered in the above procedure, so there could be even more non-human answers among the collected guesses. Therefore, the observed fraction can be interpreted as a lower bound for the fraction of automated bots among users who input guesses via the CAPTCHA page of Yandex.
Based on this analysis, we conclude that the MV model is a poor choice for our setting. The choice of MV might be severely shifted towards the CAPTCHA solver's guesses, with its accuracy insufficient to improve another OCR model. Previous studies by Hung et al. [14] showed that, when the quality of raw answers is low, the accuracy of aggregated labels produced by certain non-trivial models is significantly better than that of the Majority Vote model. In the next section, we propose a novel method that is aimed to fight noise of CAPTCHA solvers.
PROPOSED METHOD: TREECAPTCHA
In this section, we propose treeCAPTCHA -a new approach to CAPTCHA guesses collection and aggregation. This method is focused on the following aspects of our setting that have received no attention in previous studies. First, it employs various features of words and accumulated guesses for producing an aggregated answer and an estimated confidence for an answer. Second, our aggregation method is based on estimating confidence of any possible answer to be the correct one, which makes it suitable for the recognition problem. Finally, as will be shown in Section 7, by using meta data about the collected guesses, the method produces accurate answers even in the situation when a majority of users are automatic bots.
Method
The core components of treeCAPTCHA are defined as follows:
• First, given guesses G w for a word w, we estimate the confidence score c a,G w ∈ [0, 1] for each answer a ∈ A(G w ) to be the correct one. The approach to obtain these confidence scores is an essential part of treeCAPTCHA method, and it is described in Section 5.2. The aggregated answer is the one with the highest estimated confidence:
where t is the threshold parameter of our method. Using these two components for the text recognition process described in Section 3.1, we get treeCAPTCHA algorithm (the pseudocode is in [30, Section 2] due to the lack of space).
Confidence Model
In this subsection, we describe our approach for estimating the confidence score c a,G w of an answer a ∈ A(G w ) to be the correct one for a word w given accumulated guesses G w . Assume that we have computed a vector of features f w ,a,G w ∈ R D describing the answer a, the word w, and the guesses G w . Then, we build a specific model M for predicting a confidence score using the vector of features f w ,a,G w . Given the model M, the estimated confidence score of each answer a ∈ A(G w ) is calculated as c a,G w = M(f w ,a,G w ). In this section, we are not giving details about a particular algorithm for implementing the confidence model M, as any machine learning algorithm that maps the space of features R D to a number from [0, 1] can be used. An important part in the process of building the model M is the approach to define targets for objects to train the model. This process is detailed below after highlighting connections of our confidence estimation approach to active learning.
The purpose of our model M is to estimate the conditional probability P(a = z w | f w ,a,G w ) that an answer a is the true answer z w for a word w given features f w ,a,G w . In active learning literature, many popular methods to choose a next example for label elicitation are based on a similar idea. Particularly, in a multi-class classification task with k classes c 1 , c 2 . . . , c k , one can measure the confidence of a model M trained so far on an already collected labeled data set as c(x, y) := max j P(y = c j | M), where P(y = c j | M) is the probability that the true label y of a new example (x, y) is c j given a model M. Confidence-based active learning approaches choose an example (x, y) with the the minimal value of c(x, y).
Unlike the described above setting of multi-class active learning, we do not have a fixed number of classes. Instead, in the text recognition task we have an unlimited set of possible answers. To this end, we train a model, which predicts whether a guess a is the true answer for any possible guess. For that purpose, when we train the confidence model, we set the target for a features' vector f w ,a,G w to 1 if the answer a w matches the correct one or 0 otherwise. This definition of target for a classifier allows us to use the classifier for predictions with a potentially infinite number of possible answers.
Other details about our particular implementation for computing features f w ,a,G w and data used to build the confidence model is described in Section 6.1.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we report empirical evaluation of our method. We start by describing experimental setup and then we compare treeCAPTCHA performance with the baselines MV-score and Deltascore, described in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 respectively.
Setup. We use a state of the art OCR model developed at Yandex. 4 The accuracy of the OCR model ranges from 69% to 80% for text images received from users of different Yandex's products using text recognition. The guess of this OCR model for a given word will be used for MV-score and treeCAPTCHA.
We follow [39] for evaluating different approaches to data collection and aggregation in offline experiments. Specifically, given a sequence of N max guesses for a word we can model incremental relabeling for this word in offline by sequentially adding guesses from the given sequence and testing the stopping rule after adding each guess. Once the stopping rule is met the rest of the unused guesses is discarded and the aggregated answer is based on the used part of the guesses sequence. Thus, given a data set with a redundant number of guesses per word, performance of different approaches to data collection and aggregation can be evaluated in offline experiments.
Data set. For our experiments we collected guesses for 25K different images using a CAPTCHA web page shown to suspicious users of Yandex search engine (see [30, Section 1] for details). The collected data set contains a redundant number of guesses per each word for the purposes of modelling data collection and aggregation approaches with different parameters.Independently of the CAPTCHA guess collection procedure we obtained one correct answer for each word in the data set from human experts who received a payment for performing the recognition task. 5 We randomly split the data set into three parts: the training set (80% of the images), the validation set (10% of the images), and the test set (10% of the images). Note that the training set and the validation set are required to develop the confidence model of treeCAPTCHA and before training our model a pre-processing technique, described in [30, Section 4] , was applied to both the training and validation sets. The test set is used for modelling realtime data collection and aggregation with MV-score, Delta-score, and treeCAPTCHA.
Performance metrics. As in [34, 39] we consider two performance metrics:
• Accuracy is the fraction of words over a test set, for which the aggregated answer precisely matches the correct one 6 . • Overlap size is the average (over words in a test set) of the number of guesses requested per word when modelling a certain method. For our application, the smaller overlap size is, the faster words are labelled. Thus, for this metric, the lower values are preferable. Protocol for evaluation. Each of the three methods (MV-score, Delta-score, and treeCAPTCHA) considered in our experiments is specified by its stopping rule and its aggregation mechanism. To evaluate performance of each method we model data collection and aggregation on a test set (described above)using the following procedure:
(1) Initialize the set of labeled words L = ∅ and the total number of guesses T = 0.
(2) For each word w in the test set initialize the set of guesses G w = ∅. 
where t w is the correct answer for w, and the size of overlap
The results for each method are averaged over 5 simulations (based on the test data).
TreeCAPTCHA implementation details
To build the confidence model of treeCAPTCHA, we process the training and validation sets as follows. For a given word w with its set of guesses G w , we construct |A(G w )| training examples. For each word w, its guesses G w , and each answer a ∈ A(G w ), the vector of features that summarizes different statistics about w, G w , a and the guess of the OCR model OCR(w). Features used in our implementation can be assembled to the following five conceptual groups: • Answer's features describe the structure of a given answer a. The two most important features in this group are the presence of capital characters and punctuation in a. • Features based on our OCR model characterize the OCR's output for a given word w. This group consists of two features: the Levenshtein distance (LD) between a and OCR(w) and the confidence for OCR(w) estimated by our OCR. These two features are important for the confidence model of treeCAPTCHA and, as will be shown in section 7, allow to recognize words that are hard for automatic solvers. the time taken to input CAPTCHA tasks for a given word w and the time of day when these CAPTCHA tasks were shown. These features are also based on guesses G w (a). The two most important features are the median and the average input time in G w (a) relative to the length of a in characters. A detailed description of all the features and their importance for our model can be found in [30, Section 3] . Finally, for each vector of features its target is set to 1 if the answer a matches the correct one and to 0 otherwise.
We use a state-of-the-art Friedman's gradient boosting decision tree model 7 [13] to build the confidence model. Namely, we utilize a proprietary implementation of the machine learning algorithm with the following parameters: the loss function is logarithmic, the maximal number of iterations is 10000, the learning rate is 0.04, the tree depth is 6. These parameters are the best settings on the validation set.
For a reference, we provide the resulting binary classifier Fmeasure in Figure 1 . F-measure is calculated as the harmonic mean of precision and recall on the validation set (this measure is calculated with raw model predictions, before application of any aggregation). The maximum F-measure of 0.86 is achieved with 0.58 confidence threshold, precision and recall are 0.83 and 0.89 accordingly. 
Results
In order to compare performance of the three approaches we run our evaluation protocol described above on the test data set using different combinations of the parameters for the approaches. 8 For MV-score we use the following range for its parameter m ∈ {2.5, 5, 7.5, 10}. For Delta-score, according to suggestions in [3] , we set parameters ϵ = 0.3 and consider C ∈ {3, 5, 7}. For treeCAPTCHA we use the following range for its threshold t ∈ {0.2, 0.3, . . . , 0.6}. Finally, for all the methods we consider different values for parameters N min ∈ {2, 3, . . . , 10}, N max ∈ {5, 7, 10, 12, 15, 20, 25, 30} (we obtain all combinations of these parameters with N min ≤ N max ). Figure 2 presents the best accuracy for each of the three methods for a range of different values of overlap size. Each point corresponds to a certain parameter combination providing the highest accuracy of each method upon the condition on the overlap size (the average number of guesses per word). None of the combinations for MV-score and Delta-score resulted in the overlap sizes less than 4.1 and 4.6 respectively; the maximum average overlap size was around 30 for the baselines (not shown on the figure) and around 13 for treeCAPTCHA. It can be seen that for both Majority Vote based baselines the accuracy of the aggregated answers does not improve with the growth of the overlap size, while for treeCAPTCHA with a nontrivial aggregation of guesses, the accuracy of the aggregated answers grows to a significantly higher level as the overlap size increases. No parameter manipulations can help the baselines overcome the data noisiness: the best performance in terms of accuracy is 0.53 for the Delta-score (N min = C = 3; N max = 12; ϵ = 0.3) and 0.56 for the MV-score (N min = N max = m = 5). At the same time, the best performance for treeCAPTCHA accuracy is 0.91 (N min = 10; N max = 30; t = 0.6), and its accuracy for the overlap size 4 is 0.86 (N min = 2; N max = 10; t = 0.6). To summarize, for a chosen overlap size, treeCAPTCHA outperforms the baselines in terms of the mean accuracy for aggregated answers by 30%. Figure 3 9 presents the minimum overlap size required to achieve a certain accuracy level, each point corresponds to a certain parameter combination providing the minimal overlap size in a method 8 Ranges for the parameters in our experiments are chosen to result either in the aggregated accuracy greater than 0.5 or the overlap size lower than 9. 9 Plots in Figures 2 and 3 present solutions for two different problems where the goal is to optimize one metric (shown on the vertical axis) with a condition on another (shown on the horizontal axis). upon the condition on the accuracy level. The baselines' curves seem poor compared to treeCAPTCHA capabilities: in the described setting treeCAPTCHA is a more flexible method allowing to choose a trade off between the speed of labeling and the accuracy of aggregated answers. TreeCAPTCHA stands out with the minimum overlap size of 2.04 (N min = 2; N max = 10; t = 0.3), which is more than two times lower than average overlap sizes of the baselines (with the same accuracy). Thus, we conclude that treeCAPTCHA achieves the same accuracy more than two times faster than the baselines. Table 1 compares the performance of the baselines with the most successful parameter combinations, which satisfy our metric requirements (e.g. we minimize the number of guesses per word while maximizing the accuracy), and that for treeCAPTCHA with several interesting parameters combinations (either in terms of accuracy or overlap size). For this table, we use N min = 3 and N max = 10 for all methods. The accuracy of aggregated answers for treeCAPTCHA is significantly higher than that for the baselines at the confidence level of 95%, which again demonstrates that using the nontrivial aggregating approach instead of the MV model is important for the accuracy of obtained aggregated answers. To summarize, treeCAPTCHA significantly outperforms the baselines for both metrics and can be used as a flexible tool to choose a trade off between the accuracy of aggregated answers and the speed of obtaining the answers.
Accuracy
Overlap MV-score m = 2.5 0.518 ± 0.014 4.271 ± 0.043 Delta-score C = 3, ϵ = 0.3 0.519 ± 0.008 9.304 ± 0.037 treeCAPTCHA, t = 0.3 0.539 ± 0.046 2.947 ± 0.213 treeCAPTCHA, t = 0.4 0.589 ± 0.049 3.150 ± 0.234 treeCAPTCHA, t = 0.5 0.747 ± 0.054 3.751 ± 0.260 treeCAPTCHA, t = 0.6 0.845 ± 0.060 4.665 ± 0.330 
DISCUSSION
In order to understand why the accuracy of treeCAPTCHA labels is so much better than that for the baselines, we inspect the images Technical Presentation WSDM '20, February 3-7, 2020, Houston, TX, USA from the test set. Figure 4 shows a random sample of words which are recognized correctly by treeCAPTCHA and wrongly by the baselines. Table 2 outlines the statistics for the top five answers for these words together with the OCR's guess.
The most popular answer for the images of words "GOING" and "accomodation(s)" are clearly spawned by automatic solvers, but MV-based models have no way of knowing that, so they fail. The distribution of votes for the image of word "(Aqua)," also seems to be severely affected by the solvers, although the most popular answer might as well be from humans not caring about nonessential punctuation. The word image "4:15pm" is labeled as "415pm" by MV-score because of a bad luck: the OCR's answer coincided with several first guesses, and the model stopped too early.
On the contrast, treeCAPTCHA incorporating various statistics about answers, guesses, and words turns out to be resilient to such complicated cases. Referring to Section 6.1 and in [30, Table 1 ], we can surmise that: firstly, treeCAPTCHA is able to detect words which are hard for automatic solvers using the group of OCR features and the group of answer features, and, secondly, it excludes solvers' guesses for hard words using the group of input time features. However, a solid model analysis is required to confirm our guesses.
Additionally, features which use the OCR's guess, as well as the features that describe the relative popularity of an answer among all the guesses (e.g., The Levenshtein distance from a to the most popular answer a MV (G w )) have contributed the most to the confidence model (see features ranked by their importance within each feature group in [30, Table 1 ]). We also apply feature ablation procedure for the group of OCR features: we train the confidence model with no trace of our OCR and end up with a drastic F-measure decrease from 86% to 64%. 
PRODUCTION IMPROVEMENT OF OCR
We have deployed the proposed method treeCAPTCHA 10 to a production version of Yandex search engine in order to collect a massive amount of new labeled images to be used for OCR model training.
As a result of using treeCAPTCHA for data collection and aggregation, the accuracy of the collected labeled images has been improved from 70% to 90% 11 compared to the previously used method (MV-score with N min = N max = 100 and m = 67), and, at the same time, the labeling speed has increased five-fold. That has allowed us to collect labels for more than 3 million images in 6 months instead of 2.5 years. 10 The parameters are set as follows: N min = 3, N max = 10, t = 0.6 (the accuracy on the test set is 0.85 and the overlap size is 4.67, see Table 1 . 11 The accuracy of the resulting labels is estimated using expert labels collected for a random sample of the images shown in CAPTCHA. We compare an OCR model 12 trained with 88 million examples, to an OCR model with the same architecture trained with 85 million of those examples combined with the 3 million examples obtained by treeCAPTCHA approach. The latter model demonstrates the following improvement (on the OCR model's test set): (1) for basic text recognition tasks, the standard F-measure is improved by 1.4 percent points; (2) for tasks of restaurant menu recognition, the F-measure increases by 2.5 percent points, while (3) for images that contain punctuation (a known weak spot of the considered model), the F-measure increases by 5 percent points, which is the most noticeable improvement.
The originally used OCR data set (the one with the 88 million images) consists of labels obtained from different sources. It includes: images with labels from human experts; synthesized distorted images of texts; images with labels collected with an earlier version of CAPTCHA that was based on the MV-score (the one with the mentioned above 70% accuracy); examples sampled using an active learning approach from the images recognized with an earlier version of this OCR. Concerning the last part (the active learning examples), the addition of such examples became ineffective at some point (there was no improvement in performance metrics). Since the 3 million images collected with treeCAPTCHA did improve the model significantly, we can conclude that despite using the OCR model outputs as features, there is new useful information in treeCAPTCHA labels.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we considered the problem of improving CAPTCHAbased data collection and aggregation process required for learning of OCR models. We focused on optimization of the number of utilized user guesses and accuracy of aggregated answers. We argued that the state-of-the-art methods designed to leverage in such goals (e.g., crowdsourcing incremental relabeling) had limited applicability to our case, in particular, because of anonymity of user guesses 12 We do not disclose the architecture due to the web service's security concerns.
(what is fundamentally unremovable due to the main purpose of CAPTCHA). In this paper, we introduced a novel approach of incremental relabeling and aggregating anonymous guesses for humanbased text recognition. Our large scale experiments demonstrated that this approach outperformed baselines in terms of accuracy of the aggregated answer by 53.6% and required half as much less guesses than for baselines to achieve the needed accuracy level. Finally, the approach was also used to collect a large data set of text recognition answers via CAPTCHA: we observed that using this data set as additional data for training an OCR model resulted in improving F-measure for the model by 2.5 percent points.
The following research directions can be considered as future work. First, one can exploit users' guesses on unknown words, when users' inputs for control words are wrong; for instance, one can use them in the case of a nearly correct control word (e.g., when The Levenshtein distance between the user input and the control word is less than d ∈ N). Second, one can improve the confidence model by extending the set of features or trying other machine learning models (other than gradient boosted decision trees).
